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ABSTRACT
Three mechanisms have been developed for cryogenic
operation within the Fine Guidance Sensor, to fly on the
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST):
• Two linear translation mechanisms (Fig.1) facilitate
on-orbit focusing of each of the Guider and Near
Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS)
instrument imaging systems (either side of bench)
• A dual wheel mechanism (Fig.2) provides a
selection of infra-red filters, masks and grisms to enable
imaging and slitless spectroscopy functions
The Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS) is one of four JWST
instruments, having the primary function to provide a
redundant guiding capability (95% probability each of
finding a guide star anywhere in the sky). The FGS
instrument features a science module referred to as the
Near Infrared Imager and Slitless Spectrograph
(NIRISS), which enables imaging and grism
spectroscopy, with a particular capability for exoplanet
detection and atmospheric characterisation [1].
1.

INSTRUMENT & MECHANISM OVERVIEW

Figure 2. Dual Wheel Mechanism in NIRISS
Table 1. Focus Mechanisms- Requirement Summary
Focus Mechanism Requirement
Range of Travel: FFM ±1.3mm
CFM ±3.1mm
Rate of travel
Placement
Resolution
(per step)
Output stability
(with ∆0.5K)

FGS is provided by the Canadian Space Agency with
COM DEV Ltd as the prime contractor (under CSA
contract 9F006-030197). The flight instrument
completed its cryo-alignment testing, system level
vibration, final characterisation tests and was delivered
to NASA for integration in July 2012.

Angular alignment
within 90 arcsec

a)

b)

Figure 1. PFM focus mechanisms: a) NIRISS coarse
focus mechanism, b) FGS fine focus mechanism

0.1 mm/s
±0.3mm , 0.5°
FFM < 0.01mm
CFM < 0.05mm
FFM ±150nm
cross-axis, ±74nm
in-axis
CFM<90 arcsec
over travel

Repeatability FFM ±0.02mm
(precision) CFM ±0.1mm
FFM < 6 arcmin
CFM < 0.1°
Thermal Cycles 22 to 328K
(8 cycles)
Cryo Operation 30 to 45K
Functional Range 45-295K
Mass (max) FFM 2.9 kg
CFM 3.1 kg
Dissipation < 1.0W moving
< 0.05mW mean
Life Cycles 7500 actuations,
200 x full range
Random Vibration 11.7grms all axes

Status
≥ ±1.38mm
±3.2mm, 6.9mm
between hardstops
0.08-0.09 mm/s for PFM
Compliant
0.0022mm
<0.01mm
FEM predicts 0.43
arcsec/K (30-50K,
depicted in Fig.13)
32 arcsec LTU measured
over travel, FEM
predicts 0.04 arcsec/K
± 0.02mm measured
≤ +/-0.03mm measured
< 0.5 arcmin measured
< 0.01° measured
26K to 338K (FFM)
22K to 328K (CFM)
35K instrument test
Tested in N2 purge
Measured 2.71 kg
Measured 2.64 kg
< 0.70W measured
< 0.05mW mean
factor of safety = 2
included
LTU qualified
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An overview of mechanism designs are provided with
corresponding qualification status, including further
details of performance and life-testing. Further details
of Dual Wheel life-testing results are presented in [4].
Table 2. Dual Wheel Mechanism Requirement Summary
Dual Wheel Functional Requirements
9 Filter Apertures
42mm (min)
9 Pupil Apertures
42.4mm (min)
Repeatability (radial
± 0.2 mm
& axial)
± 0.2° tilt
Wheel Velocity
1.5 rpm
Thermal Cycling
22 to 328K
Operating Temp
32 to 60K
Ambient Operation
308K (max)
Disturbances
< 0.04Nms
Populated Mass
6.35kg (max)
Operating Power
1.5W max
Dissipation < 0.84mW long
term average
Lifetime
See Table 1 of

[4]
Random Vibration

11.7grms 3-axes

Status
Compliant
Compliant
EOL ±0.197 mm
worst-case
1.5 rpm@ 57pps
Tested 9 cycles
Tested 32 to 45K
N2 purge tested
< 0.002 Nms
6.12kg
0.16W each (PFM)
0.37 mW max
Requirement
updated to
LTU qualified

1.1. Summary of Dual Wheel Mechanism Design
The Dual Wheel is comprised of pupil and filter wheels,
bearings, gears, static hub, rear motor/resolver plate and
the support bracket. The equipment includes drive
motors, resolvers and variable reluctance sensors. Each
wheel (~280 mm diameter) is capable of rotating the
optical elements to one of 9 desired positions, supported
by a preloaded duplex pair of angular contact bearings.
All moving parts use MoS2 dry lubricants compatible
with the cryogenic environment. A stepper motor with
a single-stage planetary gearhead is used to drive each
wheel independently, through a reduction gear train.
Fig.3 isometric views show the Pupil Wheel (left) and
Filter Wheel (right) sides of the assembly. Optical parts
are held in place by a metallic spring gasket with a
precision holder machined from Ti 6Al-4V ELI
annealed, stress-relieved prior to final machining and
cryo-cycled prior to installing optical elements. A black
tiodize coating is used for stray light control.

a)
b)
Figure 3. NIRISS Dual Wheel Assembly (end views
show a) pupil wheel, b) filter wheel)

A factor of safety to 2 was applied for the life-test
program, consistent with other instruments on JWST.
The original required lifetime required 11726 and 5724
rotations of the filter wheel and pupil wheel respectively
(combined ambient and cryogenic operation, includes
factor of 2). This translates to a worst case of
≈1,110,000 stepper motor rotations. The cross-section of
the DW (Fig.5) shows how the motors and resolvers are
linked to the ring gears via pinions.
Pupil Wheel
Ring Gear

Pupil
Wheel

Filter Wheel
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Sensor

Filter
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Resolver
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Figure 5. Dual Wheel mechanism cross-section
The stepper motor is geared down to enable the
positional accuracy of each optical element to be met.
The resolvers provide feedback to confirm the wheel
position. Drive current, direction and speed (pulses per
second) are selectable on orbit. The resolvers go
through 9 rotations per ring gear rotation (9:1 gear
ratio), with a software step counting strategy employed
for position knowledge, with a variable reluctance
sensor giving an absolute position reference for each
wheel. This satisfies the specification to enable the
wheel to return to a known position in the event of a
power loss, when power is resumed.

Figure 4. VR Sensor Design
The variable reluctance sensors are unique to the DW,
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being designed specifically for cryogenic operation, to
provide a “home” position signal for each wheel. The
sensor consists of a solenoid coil around a ferromagnetic core, attached to the fixed part of the filter
wheel. The active element is a ferro-magnetic yoke
attached via the sensor disc to the rotary side of the
wheel. When the yoke is aligned with the ferromagnetic core, coil inductance is maximized. The VR
sensor performance was optimized for cryogenic
temperatures, though the sensors showed good
performance over the full range up to ambient.

efficiencies. The design was validated with one life-test
unit, namely a CFM, having the highest payload mass
and life demands. The more subtle differences in the
CFM and FFM mechanisms are summarized:
1.
2.
3.

FFM has a smaller range of travel vs. the CFM and
the feedback gearbox gear ratios are different to
adjust for this difference.
FFM mirror is approximately 1/3 the size of the
CFM mirror (see Fig.1)
The FFM is electrically redundant (CFM is not),
realized through redundant stepper motor windings,
redundant resolver & redundant internal harness.
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Figure 6. Cross-Section of a wheel as held in flexure
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Figure 5. Example CABARET analysis of bearing with
temperature, showing worst-case ambient stress
A key challenge of the DW design was to accommodate
the full range of operating temperatures from ambient to
cryo-condition. The solution was chosen such that the
ambient condition for the main bearings generates the
highest stress conditions and the cold conditions achieve
a more relaxed state. A CABARET analysis by ESTL,
shown for the pupil bearing (Fig.6), was completed at
20K, ambient and 328K including the effects of
distortion of the bearing races due to thermal expansion
mismatch between the bearings, shafts and housings.
The design ensures a clearance fit at 20K and
interference fit through the range from ambient up to
328K. More design details are provided in [2].
1.2. Summary of Focus Mechanism Designs
The focus mechanism for the Guider is referred to as the
Fine Focus Mechanism (FFM), while the one in NIRISS
is referred to as the Coarse Focus Mechanism (CFM).
Both focus mechanisms feature linear carriages for
translating the mirror by means of a ball screw drive
train. The linear drive trains are rotated by the same
geared motor (with redundant windings in FFM only)
driving a planetary gear box. The reduction gear box is
mounted directly to the motor output and contains two
stages of planetary gears with a total reduction ratio of
60:1 and 2 resolvers (prime and redundant).
By design, the FFM and CFM mechanisms are nearly
identical, allowing for commonality of parts and cost

The structural design is driven by the need to survive
the random vibration environment without a launch
locking system. The CFM is structurally the worst-case
having the largest load mass of 440 g and the standoff
bracket amplifies the random vibration levels. The rails
have an internal V groove that mates to a crowned
profile on the wheels. Two of the wheels are mounted
directly to the chassis (identified as fixed wheels).
These wheels maintain the alignment of the output stage
and provide a stiff structural path to chassis. The other
two wheels are mounted on the ends of flexible arms
(Fig.6). Each wheel contains a duplex bearing pair
mounted in a back-to-back configuration. The wheel
contact material is type 416 stainless, heat-treated to a
hardness of 36 HRc, with surface finish of 0.1µm Ra.
The wheels, the rails, the wheel flexure and the output
stage together make up the linear stage. The chassis is
the primary structural element in the mechanisms and
supports all the other components and features interface
flexures at each corner (Fig.10) where it attaches to the
optical bench. These flexures absorb the difference in
thermal expansion between the titanium chassis and the
aluminum optical bench. The output stage supports the
mechanism payloads that consist of mirrors and the
mirror support brackets. Attached to the output stage
are the two rails with 90° internal grooves. Preload is
applied between the carriage and rollers by means of a
flexure, which addresses the difference in shrinkage
rates of the mechanism materials. The flexure arms
incorporate strain gauges for setting preload at ambient,
for launch survival in ambient conditions, which then
relaxes transitioning to cold, thereby reducing stresses
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and motor current demand at 35K [3].
Wheel bearings are lubricated with MoS2 on both the
races and balls, with a PGM-HT retainer fitted. Fig.8
shows the results of SEM inspection of the bearing
races and balls used in the wheels.
This test
demonstrated their appropriate sizing, where the
austenitic rail itself, was shown to required further
measures to improve durability. Early testing of a
realistic breadboard unit in random vibration
demonstrated the inadequacy of 18-8 steel for use on the
rails with the MoS2 coating alone.

Figure 9. Kolsterization section - grain structure

a)

b)
Figure 7. FFM with covers removed- a) wheel to rail
guides shown with strain gauges (right), b) ballscrew,
motor, redundant resolvers and reduction gearbox

a)

diffusion of carbon atoms into the austenitic lattice at
surface and subsurface to the depth of 33µin was
evaluated.
Hardness of the machined rail as
‘Kolsterized’ was shown to reach 70 HRc, representing
an increase in hardness of 2.3 times versus the unKolsterized stainless.
Thickness, integrity and
uniformity of the layer was evaluated from cross
sections of all evaluated rail samples, with measured
thickness, incorporating the transition layer of the
material with varied from 8.4 to 12.7 µm.

b)

Figure 8. Disassembly and inspection of the slider
breadboard - worst-case showing raceway and ball
The rail is machined from Chromium Nickel 18-8
austenitic stainless, which was selected as a
compromise for thermal expansion compatibility with
the output stage (Al-7075). To improve hardness of the
rolling contact surface of the rail, a process called
Kolsterization was explored.
By this process, a

Surface roughness of the rails was specified as 0.1µm
Ra finish, which was achieved through electropolishing, which removed 5.00 ±0.25 µm of the material
from the top surface. Finally, a sputtered MoS2 dry film
coating was applied, specified as per ESTL standard
process (1µm). The coating thickness was verified to be
in the range of 1-2.5µm based on 5 measurements (in
section) along the rail, which exceeded the intended
thickness in places, but was not deemed a problem.
Evaluation of surface morphology of rails and wheels
and contact pattern geometry of rails were performed
from high magnifications Contact pattern geometry
checks of wheels were performed from optical images.
Contact pressure was produced by applying various
loads up to 4450 N in yield tests. Fatigue effects were
considered including evaluation of grain structure of
sectioned material which had been statically loaded. In
all cases wheel and rail contact patterns were located at
the middle portion of the predicted rolling contact areas.
Static tests showed that each wheel-to-rail contact face
can withstand 3145 N load without plastic deformation.
This confirmed the adequacy of the contact geometry,
which was not truncated under worst-case loading.
The linear slide is held in place by a lateral preload
force. This force is generated by forcing the wheel
flexure assembly against the rails such that the wheel
flexure arms are bent back. The wheel to rail preload is
set to 1000 N at ambient temperature. With cooling, the
Al-7075 output stage shrinks faster than the titanium
chassis, with the wheel flexure arms maintaining
contact, but with a reduced preload. This allows for a
high wheel to rail preload at ambient, during
environmental testing and launch. The lower preload
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results in reduced contact stresses and longer life at the
wheel to rail interface and for the wheel bearings. The
combination of loads results in a running contact stress
of 1,737 MPa at ambient, reducing to 928 MPa at 40K.
The set of flexures at the mounting surface were
designed to accommodate the mismatch between the
aluminum optical bench and the mechanisms being
predominantly made of titanium. Each double blade
flexure (Fig.10) is flexible in the thin direction and stiff
width-wise allowing for quasi-parallel movement across
the interfaces. Further design details are available in [3].
Connecting links
Thermal
flexure
Structural
flexure

driver electronics. The feedback gearbox houses the
spur-gear train that transfers motion from the output of
the reduction gear box to the resolvers, and determines
the angular range of the resolvers over the mechanism
range of travel. The FFM and CFM resolvers turn
through 349° and 356° respectively, with both using
anti-backlash gears for repeatable feedback. Mounted
on the end of the reduction gear box is the ball screw.
The ball screw has 8 threads per inch, with the nut
riding on the screw, moving linearly as the screw is
turned. The motor pinion gear is considered the lifelimiting component as it experiences the largest number
of cycles. Within the drive-train, the weakest link is the
reduction gearbox bearing, supporting the ballscrew.
This necessitated electronic firm stops. Procedures
were put in place to prevent driving past the electronic
stops. Near and far hard stop design features were
implemented (Fig.12), but are not used in normal
operation (safety features only).
Far
Hardstop

a)

Near
Hardstop

Near Bumper

b)

Output
Stage

Figure 10. Flexures used in CFM and FFM – a) double
blade flexure and thermal flexures at each corner, b)
connecting link flexures for translation

Near
Bumper
Connecting
Link

Ballscrew
Nut

Reduction
Gearbox

Stepper
Motor

Ballscrew

Figure 12. Partial cross-section of focus mechanism
showing end-stops and ballscrew drive configuration
The mechanism backlash has two inherent sources:
1) Drive-train backlash: 0.015mm, with 0.01mm
axial play under 2lb reversing load and 0.005mm
within the ball-screw.
2) Connecting link displacement with load
Figure 11. Focus Mechanism drive link from ball screw
(nut shown) to output stage with mirror
The drive-train has a large mechanical advantage due to
the reduction gearbox and the ballscrew. When the
stepper motor is operated at its maximum allocated
power of 1W (at 30 K), 2400 N of force can be
generated at the ballscrew. The stepper motor design is
1 in. diameter with 8 poles, 3 phases and a 15° step
angle. The reduction gear box is mounted directly to
the motor output, containing 2 stages of planetary gears
with a 60:1 total reduction ratio. This limits the motor
drive voltage to below 40V, as limited by the motor

A combination of offset and load results in the
connecting link deforming approximately 0.02mm in
each direction. From the above the total mechanism
backlash was calculated to be in the range of 0.06mm.
To account for this, a backlash compensation feature is
included in software control of the focus mechanism.
2.

PERFORMANCE & LIFE-TESTS

2.1. Torque Ratio by Minimum Current Method
Minimum current, torque margins and torque ratios
were calculated throughout the life test campaign in the
same way for all of the mechanisms. There was much
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commonality in motor configurations, though some
differences in drive trains. The torque margin (TM)
requirement was applied as per the NASA standard,
with factors of safety for known and variable sources.
TM =[Tavail/(FOSkΣTknown+FOSvΣTvariable)] – 1 ≥ 0, (1)
Where FOSk=1.5 and FOSv=3.0

(2)

An alternate formulation is Torque Ratio, used herein
without directly using a factor of safety in the ratio. A
condition is set for Torque Ratio with a linear
assumption for motor response to current. The ratio is
checked versus the factor of safety. As the mechanism
rotation rates are low (dominated by friction), a
conservative FOS=3 is used for the conditional checks.
TRapprox ≈ Imax-avail / Imin-threshold ≥ Factor of Safety

the mirror position, and therefore a measure of mirror
wobble. Angular repeatability was determined to be
±30 arcsec in the range of interest (excluding near
stops), considerably less than the 6 arcmin that are
required. Both sources of repeatability were measured
as
mechanical
imperfections,
not
statistical
uncertainties. As such, the measurements do not have
an associated probability to limit them.

(3)

The minimum threshold current, Imin-threshold is the drive
current at above which the wheel operates reliably for a
complete rotation, but where lowered, starts to missstep. The maximum rated current for the drive
electronics was 240mA, so this was used as the
maximum available current, with an understanding of
the motor linearity. Nominally, the mechanism is used
at 100mA, but can be adjusted in flight.

Figure 13. CFM LTU Mirror Pitch Variation ‘Wobble’
at 35K (across 200° equivalent to 6.20mm of travel)

2.2. Focus Mechanisms- Performance & Life-Testing
The focus mechanisms were subjected to full sine and
random vibration, survival temperature cycling from 22
to 328K and 7 cycles to 35K. Operation was proven at
35K and ambient, with travel, resolution, repeatability
and angular alignment “wobble” characteristics
demonstrated successfully.
Travel characterisation
showed that for 500 motor steps of the motors the CFM
and FFM mechanisms consistently indicated changes at
the resolver of 34.25±0.25° and 88.45±0.5° respectively
(translating indicating resolvers scaling for FFM =
∆0.1769°/ step and CFM =∆0.0685°/step). Over the
range of translation, the resolver reading was on average
indicating 31.3°/mm travel for the CFM and 83.7°/mm
of travel for the FFM. The ranges and rates of travel
were demonstrated in purged and cryo-environments as
noted in the status column of Table 1. Resolution for
both FFM and CFM was confirmed by test, with both
tests demonstrating a consistent 0.02mm travel for 10
steps of actuation.
In validating the fine focus mechanism for repeatability,
both the linear position and the angular stability were
tested at ambient and cryogenic conditions. Linear
repeatability was measured by a series of full step
commanded displacements along the distance of travel,
looking for flaws in positioning. Linear repeatability,
measured to be ±0.02 mm, was particularly affected by
the backlash in the drive train (±0.015mm), but also by
the connecting link under a certain amount of load.
Angular repeatability was measured as the stability of

Figure 14. Fine focus mechanism distortion modelled
by FEM (courtesy NASA-GSFC - A. Bartoszyk)
Detailed measurements revealed that angular stability,
or mirror ‘wobble’, which describes the angular changes
through a motion, follows a non-linear trend on
approaching and leaving the soft stops. Fig.13 shows
the relationship for the worst-case axis of tilt (pitch)
over travel for the CFM. The peak value of yaw
observed over travel was maintained less than 20 arcsec.
In this way, the rail system was shown to be
deterministic, with non-negligible thermal distortion
effects to the optical chain, which were predicted and
correlated to mechanism level models. Testing of
tip/tilt effects were done to understand the impact of
distortion arising mostly from the focus mechanism
output stage construction, as depicted in Fig.14. The
single axis shift in line-of-sight was of magnitude ≈ 20
milli-arcsec, consistent with expectations from thermal
expansion differences between the rails (18-8 SS) and
the Al-7075 platform.
The CFM was successfully completed life-testing in
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August 2010 (deemed representative of FFM). Life
testing of the CFM life test unit was preceded by full
sine and random vibration (2 minutes per axis), survival
at 22K and 328K and 7 thermal cycles to 35K.
Minimum current tests conducted periodically through
the life-test demonstrated variation within a narrow
range of 15-18mA, showing consistency in both N2
purged and cryo-vacuum conditions (refer to Table 3).
Table 3.
Coarse focus mechanism Life-test unit
minimum current throughout the test program
Performance Test
Condition

Current @
Ambient (N2)
(mA min)

Baseline
Post Survival Cold
Pre Vibration test
Post Vibration test
Final Functional
Pre Life test
Post Life test

17
17
17
18
17
18
17

Cryo-Vacuum
Current
T [K] (mA min)

295
35
295
35

18
15
18
15

295
35

18
16

Figure 15. CFM (PFM unit) scatter of minimum
current (threshold measurements) through test program

The worst case was 21mA measured in vacuum at
295K, maintaining a torque ratio of 3.8. Operation in
ambient and cryogenic (35K) environments totalled
8808. A breakdown of actuations and full drive-train
motions are shown in Table 4.
All equipment
performance requirements were met over the duration of
the testing and importantly, the operation of the
mechanism did not degrade over life testing. The most
useful measurement for determining the health of the
mechanism is considered the minimum current.

Performance test in N2
Performance in 295K
cryo chamber 35K
Life test-N2 purged
Life test-vacuum @35K
Total actuations

250
64
112
1331
2010
3767

325
93
141
1603
2594
4756

Full
Range
(CW)

Number of Actuations
SubTotal
CCW

Test Environment

CW

Table 4. Focus mechanism life-test actuation summary

16
8
7
100
154
285

591
165
260
3034
4758
8808

This stability indicates that resistance to motion of the
output stage and the condition of the drive-train did not
change significantly between beginning and end of life.
Wheel guide preload was monitored through life and
varied only slightly over temperature, with force
reducing by <5% from the baseline to the post-life
measurements. Note that the life testing of the CFM
life-test unit is considered to envelope the FFM for
reasons of similarity. Fig.15 shows the scatter over the
span of testing for the flight CFM. Similar results were
observed for the FFM (Fig.16) with slightly elevated
resistance at ambient, as expected.

Figure 16. FFM (PFM unit) Minimum Current Scatter
through Test Program
2.3. Dual Wheel - Performance & Life-Test Status
The bearing design for the dual wheel was developed
with ESR to ensure that stresses would be low at the
cryogenic conditions (Fig.5), as discussed previously.
Initial issues with high bearing torque were investigated
with assistance from ESR Technology. Upon start-up at
cryogenic temperatures, approximately 4 bearing
rotations were required to reduce the torque from an
anomalously high level to its nominal operating torque.
This elevated torque was originally attributed to
shrinkage of the PGM-HT retainer at cryogenic
temperatures resulting in reduced retainer bore to inner
ring land clearances and it was believed to be binding
upon the inner ring lands causing high torques.
However, this phenomenon persisted after replacement
of retainers to increase land clearances, so further
investigations were carried out. The findings were that
the bearing retainer and the ball/race positioning could
be adversely affected by the temperature gradient across
the bearing, as well as the large temperature change
from ambient to cryogenic temperature. Upon rapid
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cooling of the inner ring during the tests, a temperature
gradient resulted in reduced preload, causing the balls to
move from their optimum positions. Upon start-up at
cryogenic temperatures, several rotations were required
to re-orient them into position. The result was high
initial bearing torque measured at start-up, followed by
a return to nominal values after a few rotations.
The positioning accuracy requirement of +/-0.3 mm has
been met at all pupil wheel positions, using an optical
simulator wheel with representative mass distribution.
The positioning and repeatability data for each wheel
was obtained using a tooling telescope. The method
used was to measure the error between a reference
target and an optical simulator target (mounted in each
wheel). The “position error” was measured again at
cryogenic temperatures (3 wheel positions) and all
positions were verified in system level cryogenic tests.
Each of the LTU and PFM wheel mechanisms
underwent qualification vibration, exposure to nine
cryogenic cycles, survival temperature of 22K and
wheel motion life testing in ambient and cryogenic
conditions. Critical design requirements (wheel torque
margins, positioning and repeatability of the optic
simulators and the variable reluctance sensors) were
tested over the course of the life test program. Life Test
unit performance was concluded to be consistent with
the PFM unit. End of life testing at ambient served to
verify that the positioning and repeatability of the optic
simulators was acceptable. The Variable Reluctance
Sensor function for each wheel had not degraded over
the course of the life test program. Torque ratio was
verified throughout life of the LTU and in testing of the
PFM, by the minimum current method (3).
Dual wheel life-testing was concluded in 2010 and early
termination of each of the wheel life tests resulted due
to friction increase and/or motor torque reduction. The
life-testing failed to meet the original life-test goals,
resulting in an investigation and design improvement
activity, including improvement of ring gear alignment
to motor output gearhead (described in [4] which
includes plots of torque ratio over life for each wheel
and a breakdown of discrete motions achieved). It is
baselined to switch out the motors given validation of
the new design is achieved and the integration window
to do so at NASA-Goddard in 2014 is maintained.
Lifetime requirements have recently been updated based
on evolution of the science case for NIRISS, which has
heightened the criticality of the DW lifetime, with the
highest demand now placed on the pupil wheel. Noting
that the pupil wheel has been qualified in life-testing for
a total of 1209 rotations at 35K (2418 performed–as per
Table 1 in [4]), the new requirement due to NIRISS
science demand (assuming 30% use + 10% parallel
operations) is now 7498 rotations (14996 to test). This

equates to a lifetime requirement increase of 520%
compared with the current lifetime qualification of the
PW mechanism.
3.

STATUS OF INSTRUMENT&MECHANISMS

The NIRISS instrument was reconfigured from a FabryPerot etalon-based instrument to one with grisms
mounted in the dual wheel mechanism [1] within less
than one year, passing a critical design review in
October of 2011.
The instrument, with PFM
mechanisms, was delivered to NASA in July 2012, and
integrated into the Instrument Science Integrated
Module (ISIM) of JWST in March 2013. Three ISIM
level cryo-tests are planned during 2013-2014, with the
intention to upgrade dual wheel motors after the 2nd
cryo-test in 2014, pending successful completion of the
motor life-test program with CDA in early 2014, as
outlined in [4].
4.

CONCLUSIONS & LESSONS LEARNED

The performance and life-test campaigns proved that the
focus mechanisms meet all necessary requirements with
adequate margin.
The dual wheel performance, including repeatability
and VR sensor met all requirements over life, while the
mechanism lifetime will have to be improved to meet
the revised requirement for NIRISS, which represents
an order of magnitude improvement versus the PW
lifetime demonstrated. Design improvements are well
underway for the DW geared motors and will be
validated through life-testing to ensure that the new
motors will meet the new lifetime goals, as driven by
the pupil wheel requirement. Whether the existing
geared motors, or improved versions are to fly, all
possible precautions will have to be taken to preserve
the critical lubrication surfaces in the ground-test
environment at ISIM level. All possible measures were
taken in the time available to ensure that the existing
DW motors are well aligned to minimize ring gear wear.
The following specific lessons learned are noted:
 The focus mechanism rail preload system and
capability of Kolsterized rails have proven to be
effective in providing adequate angular stability
over travel and temperature.
 Some limitations of angular stability were evident
due to thermal expansion effects at the output stage,
though the effect agreed reasonably well with the
FEM model over the operational temperature range.
 A friction increase was noted for the main bearing
PGM-HT retainers on cool-down, which stabilized
after a routine run-in.
 The torque ratio method based on minimum current
monitoring through life provided a simplified, yet
very effective means to monitor health through
lifetime for all of the mechanisms.
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